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1(Ronald Taylor, Robert Schumann: his Life and Work (New York: Universe 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































Section! Measures! Key! Unifying!Idea!
A( 1L21( FLsharp(minor( L(Importance(of(upbeats(
L(Melody(returns(in(the(
development(of(mvt(I(
B( 21L38( A(major( L(Melody(returns(in(mvt(II((
L(Dotted(rhythms(
L(Clara(motif(










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Section! Theme! Key! Features!



















Scherzo:( A( FLsharp(minor( (
Figure!2.!(Robert(Schumann’s(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(III:(
structure(of(the(third(movement(
(
(
John(Daverio’s(article(for(The!Cambridge!Companion!to!Music(includes(a(discussion(
of(how(Schumann’s(compositional(style(includes(mixing(ideas(not(previously(
combined.(“Among(the(more(notable(features(of(his(earlier(keyboard(music(is(its(
general(fluidity,(its(straddling(the(boundaries(between(strictly(segregated(musical(
types.”61((
The(beginning(of(the(scherzo,(Section(A,(provides(a(complete(contrast(in(
character(from(movement(two,(much(like(the(difference(between(Schumann’s(
Florestan(and(Eusebius.(The(dotted(rhythms(and(unusual(accents(make(it(sound(like(
a(caricature((Example(23).(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
61(Daverio,(“Piano(Works(I:(a(world(of(images,”(The!Cambridge!Companion!to!
Schumann,(68.(
37(
(
(
(
(
Example!23.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
III,(mm.(1L4:(Clara(motif(circled(
(
(
The(leftLhand(melody(again(outlines(the(Clara(motif.(After(a(brief(imitative(section,(
Schumann’s(accents(create(the(hemiola(effect(from(triple(to(duple((Example(24).((
(
(
Example!24.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
III,(mm.(27L32:(Clara(motif(
(
(
Schumann(does(not(transition(to(Section(B(of(the(scherzo.(In(fact,(the(sudden(
entrance(of(Section(B(makes(it(feel(like(Section(A(was(cut(off(early((Example(25).(
!
!
(
Example!25.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
III,(mm.(46L52(
(
(
38(
(
(
(
Section(B(has(the(lilt(of(a(waltz(and(is(relatively(stable(and(tranquil(when(
compared(with(the(jauntiness(of(Section(A.(Schumann(establishes(a(rhythmic(
pattern(that(remains(the(same(for(the(entire(section.(The(melody(is(marked(
legatissimo,(“as(smoothly(as(you(can(play,”(while(the(octaves(accompanying(the(
melody(are(marked(leggierissimo,(“as(lightly(as(you(can(play.”62(Although(Schumann(
wrote(Più!Allegro!for(Section(B,(if(the(tempo(is(taken(too(quickly,(the(contrasting(
articulations(and(the(waltzLlike(character(may(be(lost.(An(interpretive(dilemma(is(
created(by(the(accelerando(back(into(Section(A.(If(the(Più!Allegro!were(indeed(played(
faster(than(Section(A,(one(would(expect(a(ritardando(rather(than(an(accelerando!as(
one(is(moving(back(into(the(slower(tempo.(
The(intermezzo(originated(in(the(18th(century(as(a(comedy(inserted(between(
the(acts(of(opera!seria.(63(The(comic(characters(in(the(Intermezzo(often(reappeared(
in(the(final(act(of(the(opera(itself,(tying(both(plots(together.(Schumann(chose(to(
retain(the(comic(character(for(his(Intermezzo.(The(expression(marking(reads,(Alla!
burla,!ma!pomposo,(“always(mockingly,(but(dignified.”64(A(burla(is(a(style(of(musical(
composition(that(originated(in(Italy(during(the(16th(century.(It(was(a(comic(sketch(in(
the(commedia!dell’arte,(involving(some(kind(of(practical(joke.(Ulrich(Tadday(
provides(a(possible(answer(as(to(why(Schumann(would(label(his(Intermezzo(“alla(
burla.”(
(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
62(Definitions(from(The!New!Harvard!Dictionary!of!Music.(
63(While(composed(years(after(Schumann’s(Sonata,(the(three(Intermezzi(of(
Brahms’(Op.(117(are(examples(of(the(development(of(the(intermezzi(to(include(
works(of(a(more(lyrical(character.(
64(Definitions(and(origin(of(word(“burla”(from(The!New!Harvard!Dictionary!of!
Music.(
39(
(
(
(
(By(indicating(the(composer’s(intention,(they([programmatic(titles(and(
expressive(directions](awaken(the(recipient’s(interest(in(a(piece(of(music(that(
promises(to(be(more(than(a(fugue(or(a(sonata,(which(their(titles(signify(as(
pure(forms.(At(the(same(time,(by(connotation(and(association,(titles(direct(the(
recipient’s(interest(in(a(specifically(unspecific(direction,(that(is,(they(lend(
wings(to(a(player’s(or(a(listener’s(imagination(without(restricting(its(
freedom.65(
(
(
Schumann’s(practical(joke(combines(the(comic(elements(of(the(intermezzo(
and(burla(with(the(rhythm(of(the(stately(Polish(polonaise.(The(polonaise(was(a(
processional(dance(of(nobles(typically(of(moderate(tempo(in(3/4(meter.(The(rhythm(
of(the(dance(is(continual(eighth(notes(with(two(sixteenth(notes(on(the(last(part(of(the(
first(beat.66(Schumann’s(version(of(the(polonaise(is(in(the(expected(meter(and(
rhythm.(The(slow(tempo,(rhythm,(accents,(and(dynamic(swells(overLemphasize(the(
traditional(characteristics(of(the(polonaise,(creating(humor.(The(polonaise’s(stately(
processional(character(is(completely(altered(by(the(exaggeration(of(the(longLshort(
element(of(the(polonaise(rhythm.(Instead(of(sixteenth(notes(on(the(second(half(of(
beat(one(in(the(rightLhand,(Schumann(uses(double(dots(and(two(thirtyLsecond(notes(
(Example(26).((
(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
65(Ulrich(Tadday,(“Life(and(literature,(poetry(and(philosophy:(Robert(
Schumann’s(aesthetics(of(music,”(The!Cambridge!Companion!to!Schumann,(ed.(Beate(
Perrey((New(York:(Cambridge(University(Press,(2007),(44.(
66(“Polonaise,”(The!New!Harvard!Dictionary!of!Music.(
40(
(
(
(
(
Example!26.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
III,(mm.(147L150:(Clara(motif(circled((in(treble(clef)(
(
(
While(the(polonaise(emphasizes(the(downbeat,(Schumann(includes(accents(on(the(
weaker(beats(of(the(measure.(Some(of(these(accents(in(the(leftLhand(appear(to(
outline(the(Clara(motif((C(to(FLsharp).(The(hairpin(dynamic(markings(and(crescendi!
compliment(and(enhance(the(accents.(The(tempo(and(doubleLdotted(notes(also(give(
the(Intermezzo(a(feeling(of(pomposity.(Instead(of(the(polonaise’s(moderate(tempo,(
Schumann(writes(Lent!(See(Example(26).(The(entire(Intermezzo(feels(unpredictable(
and(selfLimportant.(Could(it(be(that,(after(the(love(story(in(the(first(two(movements,(
Schumann(is(using(this(movement(to(mock(Clara’s(father,(Friederick(Wieck?(
Schumann(is(most(innovative(in(the(finale,(Allegro!un!poco!maestoso.(While(
composers(typically(use(rondo(or(sonataLallegro(form(for(their(finales,(Schumann(
interweaves(a(complex(patchwork(of(nine(themes.(Some(theorists(label(this(
movement(an(extended(sonataLallegro(form.(Others(consider(it(a(rondo(form(or(a(
sonataLrondo(hybrid.(At(its(simplest,(this(movement(is(a(twoLpart(form((AA’)(with(
coda((Figure(3).(67((
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
67(Charles(Rosen,(Sonata!Forms((New(York:(W.(W.(Norton(and(Company,(
1980),(368L388.(Various(adaptations(of(this(idea(are(also(used(by(Sekino(Keiko(and(
Robert(Jensen.(
41(
(
(
(
Sections! Measures! Keys!Used!
A( 1L177( FLsharp(minor,(A(major,(A(minor,(ELflat(major,(C(minor,(
ELflat(major,(ELflat(minor,(A(major,(FLsharp(minor,(A(
major(
(bridge)( 177L190( FLsharp(minor(
A’( 190L368( FLsharp(minor,(A(major,(A(minor,(ELflat(major,(C(major,(
A(minor,(C(major,(ELflat(major,(C(minor,(ELflat(major,(BL
flat(minor(
(bridge)( 368L381( ELflat(minor(
Coda( 381Lend( ELflat(major,(FLsharp(major(
Figure!3.((Robert(Schumann’s(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(IV:(
twoLpart(structure(with(main(key(centers(underlined(
(
(
Sections(A(and(A’(differ(only(in(the(order(and(repetition(of(themes.(The(coda(begins(
as(though(it(were(a(return(of(the(opening(of(Section(A(but(moves(to(more(virtuosic(
material.(A(literary(trend(of(the(time(was(to(write(in(many(small(sections.(As(
reflected(in(my(adaption(of(Charles(Rosen’s(analysis(of(this(movement,(Schumann’s(
choice(of(nine(themes(could(mirror(this(trend((Figure(4).(
(
(
Figure!4.!Robert(Schumann’s(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(IV:(
formal(analysis68((
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
68(Figure(adapted(from(Charles(Rosen,(Sonata!Forms,(309.(
42(
(
(
(
While(Schumann(never(credited(a(specific(inspiration(for(this(movement,(the(
juxtaposition(of(short(themes(calls(to(mind(the(influence(of(Richter(and(Hoffmann.(
The(premise(of(Hoffmann’s(book(Lebensansichten!des!Katers!Murr((“The(Life(and(
Opinions(of(Tomcat(Murr”)(is(that(the(same(event(can(be(interpreted(in(different(
ways.(Hoffmann(does(this(by(juxtaposing(the(“autobiographies”(of(Murr(and(
Kreisler.(Schumann’s(choice(of(nine(themes(in(this(finale(could(also(reflect(Richter’s(
irregular(sentence(structures(and(spontaneous(juxtapositions(of(emotions.(Such(an(
unpredictable(patchwork(of(themes(brings(a(feeling(of(spontaneity,(as(if(Schumann(
is(describing(scenes(at(a(market(or(fair(and(is(continually(distracted(by(something(
new.((
Since(Themes(A,(C,(and(D(are(repeated(most(often,(one(could(argue(that(they(
are(the(most(important(of(Schumann’s(nine(themes.(Each(of(these(three(themes(is(
based(on(a(different(element(that(is(closely(associated(with(Schumann.(Marked(
Allegro!un!poco!maestoso,(the(movement(opens(with(Theme(A,!a(rising(chordal(
pattern(that(feels(like(a(heroic(fanfare.(The(alternating(staccato(and(legato(
articulation(help(to(propel(the(theme(upward,(and(contrary(motion(between(the(
hands(expands(and(then(contracts((Example(27).((
(
(
(
(
(
(
43(
(
(
(
Theme(A:(
(
(
Example!27.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(1L5:(fifths(circled(are(FLsharp(to(CLsharp(and(A(to(E(
(
(
The(articulation(makes(the(theme(feel(like(it(is(in(duple(meter(as(opposed(to(triple,(a(
hemiola(effect(similar(to(Section(A(of(the(third(movement((See(Example(24).(Theme(
A(is(lengthened(to(a(rounded(binary(form,(and(each(return(of(this(theme(is(identical(
in(form.(The(complimentary(phrase(of(the(theme(serves(as(a(foil(to(its(tension(
(Example(28).((
(
(
Example!28.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(6L10:(complimentary(phrase(begins(at(circle(
(
(
Theme(C(is(based(on(the(melodic(reinvention(of(a(single(rhythmic(motive:(
groups(of(four(sixteenth(notes(with(a(rest(on(the(third(sixteenth.(Marked(delicato,(
the(first(statement(of(Theme(C(is(a(threeLnote(rising(and(falling(scale(pattern(that(
follows(a(similar(contour(to(Theme(A((Example(29).((
44(
(
(
(
Theme(C1:(
(
(
Example!29.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(21L25:(Theme(C1((
(
(
The(articulation(requires(lightness(of(the(arm(to(create(a(delicate(sound,(which(is(a(
wonderful(contrast(to(the(grounded,(majestic(opening.(This(rhythmic(pattern(for(
Theme(C(appears(in(a(number(of(different(contexts,(including(a(leaping(melody(line(
(Example(30),(a(repeated(note(pattern((Example(31),(and(broken(chords((Example(
32).(
(
Theme(C2:(
(
Example!30.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(86L89:(Theme(C2((
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
45(
(
(
(
Theme(C3:(
(
Example!31.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(96L99:(Theme(C3(
(
(
Theme(C4:(
(
Example!32.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(108L110:(Theme(C3(
(
(
It(is(important(to(note(that(the(rhythmic(signature(for(Theme(C(is(first(
introduced(in(Theme(B((Example(33).((
(
(
Example!33.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(16L23:(Theme(B(
(
(
While(Theme(B(may(be(brief,(it(initiates(the(tonal(departure(from(FLsharp(minor(and(
46(
(
(
(
A(major(by(modulating(to(ELflat(major.(This(sets(up(Schumann’s(emphasis(on(the(
tritone(relationship(throughout(the(finale(as(seen(previously(in(Figure(4.(In(Part(II,(
Theme(B(extends(the(modulation(to(C(major,(allowing(for(new(tonal(possibilities(in(
subsequent(themes.(
Theme(D(always(appears(in(conjunction(with(Theme(C.(Both(Themes(are(
expressive(and(lyrical.(The(imitative(opening(of(Theme(D(reflects(the(influence(of(J.(
S.(Bach(and(is(slightly(extended(in(each(of(its(entries((Example(34).((
(
(
Example!34.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(29L34:(Theme(D(begins(with(circle(
(
(
Themes(D’s(character(and(ending(contour(is(similar(to(the(end(of(Section(A(in(
movement(two((Examples(35(and(36).(
(
(
Example!35.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(35L38:(end(is(ALflat(to(ELflat,(a(Clara(motif(
(
(
47(
(
(
(
(
Example!36.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(II,(mm.(
11L13:(end(is(GLsharp(to(CLsharp,(a(Clara(motif(
(
(
Theme(A(returns(triumphantly(in(measure(381,(this(time(signaling(the(
beginning(of(the(coda.(Although(the(finale(is(in(3/4,(Theme(A(has(a(marchLlike(
quality,(and(this(hemiola(is(now(enhanced(by(additional(accents((Example(37).(
(
(
Example!37.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(380L383:(Theme(A(in(FLsharp(major(
(
(
Schumann(also(composed(a(march(in(3/4(meter(in(his(“March(des(‘Davidsbündler’(
contre(les(Philistins”(from(Carnaval,(op.(9.(The(ensuing(coda(of(op.(11(is(very(
bravura(in(character(and(very(demanding(for(the(pianist.(It(includes(octaves,(
syncopations,(leaps,(and(chords(reminiscent(of(Schumann’s(contemporary,(Franz(
Liszt.(
Rushing(to(the(end(of(the(finale(is(a(feature(of(Schumann’s(piano(sonatas.(In(
fact,(this(youthful(urge(to(want(to(do(things(faster(and(faster(is(a(hallmark(of(his(
48(
(
(
(
style.(For(the(new(material(of(the(coda,(Schumann(begins(Più!Allegro(and(
progressively(increases(in(speed.(The(next(twentyLeight(measures(include(an(
accelerando,(sempre!accelerando,(and(stringendo!molto.(Schumann(uses(similar(
markings(in(the(finale(to(his(Piano(Sonata(no.(2(in(G(major,(op.(22:(prestissimo!and(
immer!schneller!und!schneller((“always(faster(and(faster”).(It(is(in(the(first(movement(
of(op.(22(where(Schumann(carries(this(through(to(its(most(extreme.(The(expression(
mark(at(the(opening(says(So!rasch!wie!möglich((“as(quickly(as(possible”).(The(
movement(ends,(however,(with(Schumann(writing(Schneller!and(then(Noch!schneller(
(“faster”(and(“still(faster”).(One(must(be(careful(to(play(the(opening(at(a(tempo(from(
which(they(can(still(play(progressively(faster.(
In(the(Sonata(op.(11,(another(element(enhances(the(tension(of(the(conclusion.(
The(final(arpeggiated(figure(contains(both(melody(and(accompaniment,(with(the(
melody(creating(a(hemiola(to(the(basic(rhythm((Example(38).((
(
(
Example!38.(Robert(Schumann:(Piano(Sonata(no.(1(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11,(
IV,(mm.(455L462(
(
(
It(is(also(significant(that(the(coda(is(in(FLsharp(major.(Schumann(chooses(to(end(in(a(
major(key(as(if(he(is(continuing(his(message(of(hope(to(Clara(that(everything(would(
end(well.(These(elements(alone(are(enough(to(give(the(end(a(very(heroic(feel,(but(
Schumann(saves(the(most(victorious(gesture(for(the(end.(The(leap(from(the(grace(
49(
(
(
(
note(to(the(final(chord(is(triumphant,(the(height(of(the(finale’s(tension,(virtuosity,(
and(speed.(It(adds(depth(and(finality,(as(if(Schumann(is(communicating(Clara(one(
last(time(his(belief(that(they(would(eventually(be(together.
(
(
(
Conclusion!
Robert(Schumann’s(Piano(Sonata(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11(is(a(synthesis(of(
diverse(elements,(the(most(important(of(these(being(its(extraLmusical(connection(
with(Clara.(After(reading(Schumann’s(dedication(of(the(Sonata(to(her,(Clara(would(
have(recognized(familiar(themes(and(quotes.(The(opening(theme(of(the(first(
movement(combines(a(quote(from(Schumann’s(Fandango!with(a(quote(from(Clara’s(
Scène!fantastique(op.(5,(no.(4.(Schumann’s(interweaving(of(these(two(quotes(could(be(
seen(as(representative(of(their(relationship,(and(both(quotes(contain(versions(of(the(
highly(debated(Clara(motif((See(Example(8).(In(fact,(the(Clara(motif(is(present(in(the(
main(themes(of(each(movement((See(Examples(4,(8,(18,(23,(27).(While(we(will(never(
know(if(the(third(movement(was(intended(to(mock(Wieck,(the(finale(could(be(viewed(
as(Schumann’s(belief(that(they(would(eventually(triumph(over(Wieck(and(be(
married.(
The(second(movement(Aria(is(pivotal(in(understanding(the(emotional(
significance(of(the(Sonata,(because(it(shows(that(the(Sonata(cannot(be(viewed(solely(
from(a(musical(perspective.(The(movement(is(a(transcription(of(Schumann’s(Lied,(
“An(Anna(II,”(and(its(text(is(about(love,(hope,(and(the(eventual(future(together(for(
Andreas(and(Anna.(Schumann(used(the(text(about(Andreas(and(Anna(to(reflect(his(
thoughts(about(his(relationship(with(Clara.(He(first(quotes(the(Lied’s(melody(in(the(
Introduction(of(the(Sonata((Compare(Examples(4(and(18),(and(its(presentation(in(the(
key(of(A(major(foreshadows(the(key(of(the(second(movement.(The(entire(Lied(is(
transcribed(in(the(second(movement.((
Ironically,(Clara(may(have(quoted(Schumann’s(Lied(in(one(of(her(
(
(
(
(
51(
compositions(before(Schumann(used(it(in(his(Sonata.(The(second(movement(of(
Clara’s(Piano(Concerto(in(A(minor,(op.(7(is(based(on(the(melody(from(Schumann’s(
Lied((Example(39).((
(
(
Example!39.!Clara(Schumann,(Piano(Concerto(in(A(minor,(op.(7:(melody(from(
Schumann’s(Lied(“An(Anna(II”69;(Clara(motif(ELflat(to(BLflat(
(
(
Clara(was(working(on(her(Concerto((composed(1832L1835)70(at(the(same(time(
Schumann(was(working(on(his(Piano(Sonata(in(FLsharp(minor,(op.(11((composed(
1832L1836).(Schumann(even(helped(Clara(with(the(orchestration(of(her(Concerto’s(
final(movement.71(Both(Clara’s(op.(7(and(Schumann’s(op.(11(were(published(in(1836,(
and(it(seems(more(than(coincidental(that(they(would(both(publish(works(in(the(same(
year(using(the(same(melody(in(their(second(movements((Compare(Example(18(with(
Example(40).(Clara(performed(the(premier(of(her(Concerto(on(November(11,(1835,72(
and(they(were(separated(just(over(a(month(later.(The(Clara(motif(and(the(poem(of(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
69(Clara(Schumann,(Piano!Concerto!in!A!minor,!op.!7,((Leipzig:(Freiderich(
Hofmeister,(n.d.).(
70(Nancy(B.(Reich,("Schumann,(Clara,"(Accessed(29(Jun.(2013.(
71(Peter(Ostwald,(Schumann:!the!Inner!Voices!of!a!Musical!Genius,(124.(
72(Nancy(B.(Reich,("Schumann,(Clara,"((Grove!Music!Online,(Oxford!Music!
Online,(Oxford(University(Press),(
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/25152,(
Accessed(29(Jun.(2013.(
(
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Schumann’s(Lied(appear(to(hold(special(significance(for(the(both(of(them.(As(soon(as(
Robert(published(his(Sonata(op.(11(in(1836,(he(sent(Clara(a(copy.(In(defiance(of(her(
father’s(wishes,(Clara(then(put(Robert’s(Sonata(on(her(August(1837(concert(
program.(There(can(be(little(doubt(that(their(decision(to(use(the(Lied(was(something(
they(decided(to(do(together.(
This(type(of(musical(communication(was(not(unusual(for(Schumann.(He(
included(references(to(people(and(places(in(previous(works,(such(as(the(reference(to(
Ernestine(von(Fricken(in(Carnaval,(op.(9.(Even(as(a(married(couple,(Schumann(and(
Clara(often(communicated,(not(by(direct(discussion,(but(by(composing(together(and(
writing(messages(to(each(other(in(their(marriage(diary.73(While(it(is(unfortunate(that(
neither(Schumann(nor(Clara(made(any(direct(reference(to(a(Clara(motif(in(their(
writings,(there(are(oblique(references(to(extraLmusical(connotations.(For(example,(
Schumann(began(the(Fantasy(in(C(major,(op.(17(immediately(after(finishing(the(
Sonata(op.(11(and(spent(three(years(perfecting(it.(Ostwald’s(biography(relates(that(
Schumann(told(Clara(its(first(movement(in(particular(“may(well(be(the(most(
passionate(I(have(ever(composed(–(a(deep(lament(for(you.”74(The(first(movement(
quotes(Beethoven’s(“An(die(Ferne(Geliebte,”(a(song(for(the(distant(beloved,75(and(
Rosen(believes(Beethoven’s(references(to(his(distant(beloved(parallels(Schumann’s(
distant(beloved(Clara.76(Schumann(prefaces(the(Fantasy(with(a(mystical(statement(
by(Friedrich(Schlegel,(which(in(English(reads,(“Through(all(of(the(tones(that(sound(in(
this(colorful(earthLdream,(there(emerges(one(ethereal(tone(for(him(who(listens(in(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
73(Ostwald,!Schumann:!the!Inner!Voices!of!a!Musical!Genius,(166L169.(
74(Ibid.,(126.(
75(Ibid.,(127.(
76(Rosen,(The!Romantic!Generation,(103.(
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secret.”77(The(opening(theme(of(the(Fantasy(begins(with(a(stepLwise(descending(fifth(
that(is(often(used(as(a(good(example(of(the(Clara(motif((Example(40).(
(
(
Example!40.(Schumann:(Fantasy(in(C(major,(op.(17,(mm.(1L7:(Clara(motif(A(to(
D78(
(
(
Techniques(from(earlier(composers,(such(as(Ludwig(van(Beethoven,(Franz(
Schubert,(and(J.(S.(Bach,(helped(Schumann(convey(this(extraLmusical(significance.(
These(techniques(include(using(short(motives(that(build(larger(sections,(extreme(
juxtaposed(contrasts,(polyphony,(and(longer,(lyrical(melodies.(Gerald(Abraham(
summarizes(the(compositional(style(of(Schumann’s(early(works(in(his(first(book(
about(the(early(Romantic(masters:(
Rapidly(changing,(often(boldly(chromatic(harmony;(pedal(effects(novel(in(the(
1830s(and(passages(impossible(without(pedal;(crossLrhythms(and(
syncopation;(endless(variety(of(accompaniment(figures(–(chordal,(
arpeggiated,(brokenLchordal,(counterLmelodic,(brokenLchord(figures(
suggesting(counterLmelodies(that(are(never(explicit(–(all(help(to(envelop(
essentially(clear(and(simple(melodic(ideas(in(a(rich,(diffused,(Romantic(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
77(Stewart(Gordon,(A!History!of!Keyboard!Literature((Belmont,(CA:(Cengage(
Learning,(1996),(271.(
78(Robert(Schumann,(Fantasy(in(C(major,(op.(17,(ed.(Clara(Wieck(Schumann(
(Leipzig:(Breitkopf(and(Härtel,(1879).(
(
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light.79(
(
(
Each(movement(of(the(Sonata(has(aspects(of(these(techniques.(The(first(movement(
includes(syncopation,(hemiola,(a(variety(of(rhythms,(and(countermelodies.(The(
second(movement(has(lyrical(melodies(reminiscent(of(Lieder.(The(Scherzo(
movement(has(suddenly(contrasting(themes(and(a(wide(variety(of(articulations,(
dynamic(markings,(tempi,(dance(rhythms,(and(accents.(The(finale(is(a(patchwork(of(
nine(short(themes,(and(it(is(important(to(note(its(harmonic(basis(is(the(tritone(
relationship.(This(more(original(and(free(approach(to(form(is(similar(to(the(literary(
styles(of(Richter(and(Hoffmann.(
Schumann’s(synthesis(of(these(diverse(elements(reflects(the(literary(
techniques(of(his(favorite(German(Romantic(authors,(Jean(Paul(Richter(and(E.(T.(A.(
Hoffmann.(Their(literary(techniques(include(hyperLexpressivity,(use(of(short(clauses(
to(build(longer(sections,(humor,(juxtaposed(moods,(and(an(integration(of(diverse(
extremes.(These(techniques(are(a(part(of(the(eighteenth(century(trend(toward(the(
miniature,(the(“poetic(depth(of(meaning”80(Holly(Watkins(refers(to(in(her(book.((In(
music,(musicologists(call(this(concept(the(Romantic(Fragment,(81((a(complete(piece(of(
music(that(has(additional(layers(of(extraLmusical(significance.(Schumann’s(musical(
techniques(reflect(these(literary(techniques,(and(the(extraLmusical(association(with(
Clara(adds(yet(another(level(of(meaning.(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
79(Gerald(Abraham,(The!New!Grove!Early!Romantic!Masters!I((New(York:(W.(
W.(Norton(and(Company,(1985),(179.(
80(Watkins,(Metaphors!of!Depth!in!German!Musical!Thought,(86L94.((
81(Rosen,(The!Romantic!Generation,(50.(
(
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Schumann’s(resulting(style(is(often(difficult(to(understand.(Even(Clara(wrote,(
“‘Listen(Robert,(won’t(you(for(once(compose(something(brilliant,(easily(
understandable,(and(something(without(titles,(something(that(is(a(complete,(
coherent(piece,(not(too(long(and(not(too(short?...I(would(play([your(compositions](
gladly,(but(the(public(doesn’t(understand(them.’”82(Using(a(literary(example,(Rosen(
underscores(some(of(the(challenges(in(understanding(Romantic(Fragments.(
“Apparently(simple,(this(Fragment(is(symmetrical,(well(balanced,(and(closed(in(
expression(–(but(it(invites(and(even(forces(the(reader(to(crack(it(open(by(speculation(
and(interpretation.”83(This(same(statement(also(holds(true(for(Schumann’s(op.(11.(
The(Sonata(is(itself(a(complete(whole,(and(each(individual(movement(is(also(
complete.(A(full(understanding(of(the(Sonata,(however,(requires(more(than(viewing(
it(from(a(purely(musical(perspective.(Schumann(translates(literary(characteristics(of(
German(Romantic(authors(into(music.(The(musical(techniques(used(to(do(this(help(
imbue(Schumann’s(Sonata(with(extraLmusical(significance,(especially(in(relation(to(
Clara,(and(understanding(this(diverse(spectrum(of(elements(can(be(invaluable(to(
anyone(attempting(to(interpret(this(Sonata.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
82(Anthony(Newcomb,(“Schumann(and(the(Marketplace:(from(butterflies(to(
Hausmusik,”(Nineteenth!Century!Piano!Music,(Edited(by(R.(Larry(Todd((New(York:(
Maxwell(Macmillan(International,(1990),(266.(
83(Rosen(is(referring(to(the(following(quote(by(Schlegel:(“You(can(only(
become(a(philosopher,(not(be(one.(As(soon(as(you(think(you(are(one,(you(stop(
becoming(one.”(From(The!Romantic!Generation,(96.(
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